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Sisters of Mercy Support Synod of Bishops as
they Discuss Ecological Issues
By Lola DeAscentiis

Recently, the Sisters of Mercy made the important decision to support the Synod, or assembly,
of Bishops that plans on addressing ecological issues, particularly concerning the Amazon rain
forest. Seeing that one of the Critical Concerns of the Sisters of Mercy is Earth, it is especially
important to support the bishops in this way.
The Amazon rain forest has been suffering from large and uncontrollable fires due to the over
extraction of its resources. Not only are these fires dangerous for the
people living in and close to the forest, but they also have a negative
effect on the many animals and plants living inside it, as well as the
environment as a whole. In addition to this, many trees have been cut
down in the forest as a way to make money off of wood and create
more land for cattle. Unfortunately, this has led to major deforestation
and further environmental harm.
Over the past two years, the Synod of Bishops has been working
hard in preparation for the Pan-Amazon Region Conference, held this
October, which addressed these issues. This included speaking with
many people directly affected by the harming of the Amazon, as well
as putting together a document that addresses their concerns regarding
pollution, human rights, and the destruction of the environment.
As for the Sisters of Mercy, they have chosen to support the Synod
of Bishops in their action against climate change because of its connection to the Critical Concern of Earth. As stated on their web site, “The
Sisters of Mercy stand in solidarity with communities, especially indigenous communities, harmed by extractive industries such as mineral
and coal mining, oil and gas drilling, pipelines and other infrastructure,
mega-hydroelectric dams, large-scale corporate agriculture and even, in

some cases, renewable energy projects.”
As a way to support the bishops, the Sisters have partnered with Red Eclesial PanAmazonica
(REPAM), which is the Catholic church network located in the Amazon that works for the rights
of the people living there. This organization, along with the Churches and Mining network, has
been working hard to address the issues related to the Amazon.
Once again stated on their web site, “The Sisters of Mercy’s
Chapter Re-commitment from 2017 calls us ‘to intensify efforts
to align our investments with our values and...to pursue education and action against practices of extractive industries that are
destroying people, communities and Earth.’” Seeing that the
harming of the Amazon through extraction is negatively affecting
surrounding communities, the action of the Synod of Bishops
aligns with this statement. By doing this, the Sisters of Mercy are
“responding as people of faith, as advocates and as people who
can make moral choices with our purchases, including consumption of meat and use of fossil fuels.”
In connection with this year’s school year theme, “Make
Hospitality Your Special Care,” the actions of both the Synod
of Bishops and Sisters of Mercy reflect the importance of being
hospitable toward the Earth and all its people, animals, and
resources. This also connects to the Sisters of Mercy’s core value
of hospitality, as well as the eighth Work of Mercy, “care for your
common home,” introduced by Pope Francis in 2016.
Make sure to keep the Synod of Bishops and the Sisters of
Mercy in your prayers as they pursue this endeavor!

Mercy Spirit Gala Encourages New Seeds to Grow
By Emma Raymond

The Spirit Gala is a long-standing Mercy tradition that aims to open opportunities for all girls
by raising scholarship money. This year, the theme was focused on growing the Circle of Mercy.
It started with a special invitation embellished with a plantable Mercy crest that can grow into a
flower. This symbol was a preview of the night to come, aiming to include future, present, and
past Mercy students and parents. Along with the seed to start it all, there were many fundraising
parties prior to the Gala. These included a Windsor Cottage sale, activities throughout the city,
events at Parkleigh, and more. On November 2, Mercy parents, friends, faculty, and alumnae
flooded through the Gallery doors anticipating a wonderful evening. As they entered, they were
greeted by gorgeous florals and a welcoming atmosphere from Mercy students. Many generous
donations were given through sponsors and auctioned off at the silent auction or announced
throughout the night.
Students were welcomed to serve and help in the gallery which helped make the night run
smoothly. The girls were given a glimpse into the growing Circle of Mercy. Raffle tickets sold
throughout October were also a main source of funding for scholarships, so thank you to all of
the young women and parents who helped to make the Gala successful by selling tickets! The
chairs of the 2019 Gala were the Herrema and Jones families, who raised money and made sure

the Circle of Mercy flourished. Sharing their wonderful experience with Mercy, they created a
motivation for donors and future Mercy families. Also honored was Mrs. Ralph, class of ‘72, and
the LeChase family. Mrs. Ralph was awarded the Sister Mary Francesca Award for Service to the
Mercy Community. She has worked at Mercy organizing events for alumnae. Her position as the
Director of Alumnae Relations didn’t originally exist when she began; it was originally volunteer
work. Soon, however, it became a full-time position that she holds with pride. Also recognized
was the LeChase family, who received the Catherine McAuley Philanthropy and Vision Award.
This family has been with Mercy for decades, educating four women in the family and continuing their involvement today in the form of generous support. The LeChase family donated the
LeChase Academic Achievement Center to allow Mercy to provide extra support in educating
young women so that they may become strong women leaders for others. Mr. LeChase explained
why supporting Mercy is so close to their family saying, “Mercy is an environment of learning,
both academically and for faith, that helps young women learn who they really are, and what they
can become.” This message exudes the same type of Mercy spirit that carried through the night of
the 2019 Spirit Gala.

Left: Mrs. Ralph recognized at Gala. Center: Mercy
dancers kick off Spirit Gala. Right: Mercy students
and alumnae help with the live auction. Photos
courtesy of Mr. Carro

Mercy Institutes Use of College
Board’s AP Classroom
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By Mackenzie Yaddaw

As most AP high school students already know, the high school AP classes have recently
begun to use the College Board Classroom to aid with the exam process. This process is entirely
new to Mercy this year and was introduced for several reasons. The primary cause for integrating
the AP College Board Classroom is the new way that College Board charges each student for the
AP exam at the end of the year. Prior to this year, each charge had to be handled manually by the
AP Coordinator, Mrs. Horn. Now with the College Board Classroom, the exam is charged to the
school when each student signs up for their AP classes through the web site. This makes ordering
automatic, and the process is much simpler.
Using the College Board classroom also enhances the learning process for AP students as they

New System Debuts
for Choosing Student
Ambassadors
By Laura Giugno
Curious about what it means to be a Mercy Ambassador? The system of selecting students to
represent Mercy is looking very different this year than it has previously. Mrs. Caston, the staff
member who came up with this new application process, provided some insight into this change.
In past years, Ambassadors were chosen based on the recommendation of teachers, but this did
not allow new students to be a Mercy Ambassador and did not always give students who really
love Mercy the opportunity to show this excitement. This year, a new system was put into place
to attempt to mitigate these issues. This process allows students to apply to be an Ambassador,
asking students to answer questions about why they desire to be an Ambassador and including a
recommendation letter and grade requirements. The new selection process is based on what students seem to be best prepared to meet with prospective families and to represent Mercy. When
asked about the success of this new application, Mrs. Caston said, “It’s been going great! The
plan to have more engaged ambassadors is really paying off. The feedback from Open House
was phenomenal. Everyone complimented the girls giving tours.”
The application is sent to parents of Mercy students to pass along to their daughter, through
which they can apply. Ambassadors are expected to help out with multiple occasions around
Mercy. This year has produced around 160 student Ambassadors who perform many jobs, such
as working at Open House, helping to prepare admission documents, and hosting prospective
students on tours. Student Ambassadors also help with registering prospective students for entrance exams and greeting families when they are coming into shadow a Mercy student. What is
looked for in an Ambassador is a student who loves Mercy and really wants to share her love for
Mercy with others. Ambassadors are also expected to be responsible, reliable, and accountable.
Want to be a Mercy Ambassador next year? Make sure to have your parents watch their
e-mail for the application over the summer. Have questions? Talk to Mrs. Caston in her first floor
office to have all other questions answered. Current ambassadors: congratulations on a job well
done!

prepare to take the exam by providing extra review material for each unit and practice quizzes to
gauge understanding. The added material helps students to process the information and practice
applying their new knowledge before taking tests in class, and ultimately that end of the year AP
exam. As teachers can see the results of these online assignments, it can also create a dialogue
between the class and the teachers so everyone can understand the topics that need review or
further explanation. All of these tools provided by College Board allow the entire class, including
teachers, to be more confident and prepared for the exam in May. Overall, this program does everything possible to prepare students and provide as many opportunities as needed in anticipation
of the exam.

Mercy Students
Promote Breast Cancer
Awareness and Support
Pro-Life Movement
By Grace Kurzweil

Each month of the year is dedicated to a national awareness issue by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services; the month of October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Rochesterians helped support all those battling breast cancer through community events such as the
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer Walk which took place on October 20 at Frontier Field.
This walk, sponsored by the American Cancer Association, raised money to fund cancer patients’
treatments as well as places for patients to stay while receiving treatment. Not only have many
Mercy sports teams participated in this walk in the past, but teachers, including Sister Karlien
Bach, guided their classes to pray for and support breast cancer patients and their families. Each
day during the month of October, the morning prayer at Mercy, written by Sister Karlien, focused
on praying for the strength and compassion to support and care for all those who are battling
breast cancer.
In addition to October being Breast Cancer Awareness Month, the first Sunday of October is
Respect Life Sunday. This year’s theme for Respect Life Sunday was “Christ our Hope in Every
Season of Life.” Bishop Matano celebrated Mass at Sacred Heart Cathedral, and several Mercy
girls had key roles in the Mass. First, Judith and Lucia Lanahan announced the annual trip to
Washington, D.C. for the March for Life that will take place on January 24. Then, Clare Adams
lectored at the Mass. She later commented, “The Respect Life Mass has a positive impact for this
pro-life generation. It shows the teens and kids there is a clear connection between the Church
support with all those involved in Pro-Life issues.”
Clare first learned of the Mass through a family friend who is an active member of the Pro-Life
community, as well as through flyers around Mercy. While this was Clare’s first year attending,
she hopes to participate for many years to come, encouraging other students to do the same because, as Clare said, “it is inspiring to know how there is such a huge group of people advocating
for respect for all life. It is definitely important to have children grow up in an environment that
believes that life is a precious gift.”

AP Psychology Students Travel to Brain
Museum in Buffalo
By Emily Richards and Emma Raymond

Psychology is the study of the brain. Throughout the year, students taking AP Psychology
(taught by Dr. Belanger) learn about how the human brain works. While most classes are unable
to go on a field trip, seven students taking AP Psychology spent the long weekend of October 14
at SUNY Buffalo’s Brain Museum and Gross Anatomy Lab. Johanna Smit, Marigrace Utter, Amy
Brennan, Izzi Sistek, Elizabeth Connelly, Fiona Morris, and Elisabeth Hartke had the privilege
of traveling to Buffalo during their free weekend to go to this museum and lab. Along with these
dedicated students, Mr. Utter and Mr. Morris followed suit and were a huge help in transporting
the girls to the Museum. While on-site, Dr. Christopher Cohan, a distinguished Teaching Profes-

sor at the Jacobs School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences gave them a tour. The students
were surrounded by medical students, professionals, and exhibits of many kinds. The students
were given the opportunity to see and/or touch bodies and a human brain being dissected by
medical students. Along their way on the tour, they were presented with models of a brain with
Alzheimer’s. Other brains were also on display, and there were numerous examples of a healthy
brain which provided a way to see details in terms of structure. This trip was a great opportunity
to see careers in medicine, or more specifically neuroscience, hands-on. It could also be a fun trip
for someone interested in STEM or looking to review a unit in AP Psychology.

Photos courtesy of Dr. Bellanger

Mercy Students Invest Time in
Capstone Motto Projects
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By Laura Giugno

On October 16, Mercy seniors showed up bright and early to spend a couple of hours working
on their Motto capstone projects. Motto projects are initiatives by Mercy seniors to work for the
Critical Concerns of Mercy out in the community. The Critical Concerns are racism, women’s
issues, the Earth, treatment of immigrants, and nonviolence. Motto day provided an opportunity
for the seniors to touch base with Mrs. Decosse, with a presentation providing guidance for the
students. A previous senior, Cece Stocum, returned to discuss her Motto experience and discuss
both what seemed to work well for her project and what challenges she faced. Current Mercy

seniors who have already completed their Motto action answered some questions on how they
overcame challenges and met success with their projects. Mercy students were given the rest of
the day to meet with their Motto coaches, write their reflective and investigative journals, and
to reach out to any community areas that might be able to collaborate. Overall, seniors had an
incredibly productive day that helped them to stay on top of their Motto projects and get some
significant work finished.

Motto Highlight: Promoting Confidence
Through Unfiltered Fashion Show
By Gianna Cutaia

To support the Mercy Critical Concern of Concern
for Women and Nonviolence, Gianna Cutaia hosted
“Be Confidently You,” an unfiltered fashion show
event at Shadow Lake on November 10. This event,
rather than a typical fashion show portraying current
fashion trends, showed two sides of fashion, the
“trend/media” side and the “raw, real, and unfiltered”
side. In today’s social media and online world, there
are more ‘highlight’ reels being shown versus what is
authentically real. Unfortunately, with the rising rates
of anxiety, depression, and self-harm there needs to
be a conversation and awareness around what is going
on online and knowing that self-worth doesn’t come
from a like, comment, or follower.
The fashion show was a partnered event with the
No Filter Love Project and the American Foundation
for Suicide Prevention. The No Filter Love Project’s
mission is to “encourage and empower teens to
remove the filters in their life and show up more

authentically, encourage and empower individuals
to show up raw, real and unapologetic; that is to
remove filters and come to a place of self-love. It
is easy to show-up; it is more difficult to show-up
authentically.” All proceeds from this event went
to the Western New York Chapter of the American
Foundation of Suicide Prevention, a voluntary health
organization that gives those affected by suicide a
nationwide community empowered by research,
education and advocacy to take action against this
leading cause of death. Funds will help to bring
suicide prevention programs to schools.
The “Be Confidently You” fashion show was
an experience that was unfiltered, raw, and real.
The models showed themselves with their hair and
makeup done followed by what makes them their
most authentic self, whether that meant a messy bun
or comfy sweatpants!

Mercy students participating in the fashion show. Photo courtesy of Gianna Cutaia.

Motto Highlight: Supporting Athleticism
Among Girls
By Audrey Huff

After participating in cross country and track
since seventh grade, a Motto project centered
on athletics made sense for senior Audrey Huff.
Researching the disparity between men and women
in athletics and the gender pay gap movement,
especially for pro athletes, Audrey focused her
project on women. Physical activity has a multitude
of physical, emotional, and mental health benefits,
so why do fewer women participate in sports
than men? Ultimately many factors play a role.
Social stigma, gender stereotypes, and lack of
school funding all play a major role in women not
participating in sports or dropping out at a young
age. After Huff contacted Young Women’s College
Prep in the city of Rochester, an all-girls school less
than 15 miles away from Mercy, she discovered
upsetting information. Many of the girls were not
able to buy running shoes or proper clothes to
participate in sports of any kind. It was difficult to
realize that females so close to Mercy did not have

items that are taken for granted by many of our
athletes.
For her project, Audrey hosted a 10-Hour Girls
on the Run™ relay to raise awareness and support
for the Girls on the Run™ team at Young Women’s
College Prep Charter School. She hosted it from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. with the support of classmates,
teachers, and sports teams. The baton was in motion
for the whole event. Approximately 220 pairs of
socks were donated and over $1,000 was raised,
which aided the purchase of new shoes, uniforms,
and entrance fees for a 5K at the end of their season.
Although the project was only a small step towards
enabling more women to participate in athletics,
it will make a lasting effect. Even after the girls’
time on the team is over, they will take the skills of
teamwork, leadership, and strength to their future
schools and careers. To see the joy and smiles of
peers at another all-girls school so close to Mercy
was an unforgettable experience.

Mercy’s faculty enjoyed participating in the walk! Photo courtesy of
Audrey Huff.

Students Participate in Annual PSAT
and PACT Testing
By Olivia Storti

On October 16, the Preliminary Scholastic
Aptitude Test (PSAT) and PACT were
administered to students at Mercy. These tests
are administered yearly to students around the
United States in order to prepare students for
the standard ACTs and SATs which are taken by
juniors around the United States. These exams
are often assessed by universities and colleges
in order to observe students overall knowledge,
test taking ability and study skills. Thus, these
tests are fundamental for the college application
process. While the PSATs and PACTs are not
part of high school transcripts, they are still an
integral part of high school education.
The PSAT and PACT have similar
structures, yet they differ slightly. The PSAT
consists of four sections: reading, writing and
language, math with a calculator and math
without a calculation. The breakdown of
questions and time is as follows: 60 minutes
for 47 reading questions, 35 minutes for 44

writing questions, 17 no calculator math
problems for 25 minutes and 31 math with a
calculator questions for 45 minutes. In contrast,
the PACT has three sections, with a reading
section of 60 minutes, a math section of 30
minutes and a science section of 30 minutes.
The main difference is the inclusion of science
on the PACT. The Quill had the pleasure
of interviewing Mrs. Donna Horn, Dean of
Academics at Mercy. She was able to provide
more insight into these exams.
There are two main objectives behind the
administration of the PSATs and the PACTs.
First, their goal is to prepare students for
the actual SAT and ACT examinations. “We
want students to have information about these
exams so that they can sharpen their skills and
succeed,” Mrs. Horn explained. These exams
are not meant to create stress for students, but
rather to alleviate stress by informing them
and preparing them. In junior year, students

can elect to take either the ACT or SAT, or
they can take both. This is the reason that all
students will take both preliminary exams
over the course of three years: “We want to
prepare them. Some will take the SAT and
some will take the ACT so we wanted to give
practice for both. We also wanted students
to make informed decisions about which
exam they should take their junior year.” For
further practice, Mrs. Horn recommends Khan
Academy, review books and consultation with
teachers.
The other main objective of the PACT
and PSAT is to assess the effectiveness of
the school in preparing students for these
standardized tests. “If our curriculum is where
it needs to be, we should be doing well. Results
of these tests tells us what we need to change
in these curriculum.” These tests are as much
for the students as for the school. Yearly,
Mercy hopes to see an improvement in test

scores for students as they increase in grade
level. This kind of steady progress will predict
that students will succeed when it comes time
for the real exam, one main objective of the
curriculum at Mercy.
The administration of these exams helps
to prepare Mercy students, inform the
curriculum development at Mercy, and assess
the effectiveness of
the implemented
curriculum. For more
information pertaining
to preparation for
these exams or
information about
them, any of the
school counselors are
great resources, as
well as Mrs. Horn.

Alumnae Reunite At Their Alma Mater
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By Ally Farnand

For many, there isn’t a long time until high school graduation
and becoming a Mercy alumnae. Although some can’t wait to
chuck the courses, classwork, and test grades in the rear-view
mirror, there are always sweet memories to cherish from the
high school experience, celebrating the beautiful, everlasting
friendships that have been made along the way.
This year’s reunion gave an opportunity for alumnae with
an ending digit of ‘4 or ‘9 in their graduating year to reunite.
On October 19, the reunion started at 4 p.m. and progressed
into the evening. The night began with a traditional mass in the
auditorium, followed by a reception in the Gallery and the gym,
accompanied by food and beverages. The alumnae reunion
also offered a presentation of awards to exemplary alumnae
whose achievements reflect Mercy values and principles. The
first award, representative of an alumna’s extensive service
towards Mercy, was presented to Linda Wojciechowski, class

of 1981. The second award, named the Alumnae Circle of
Mercy Award and focused on excellence in professional and
personal livelihood, was given to Joan Erbin, class of 1948.
After the presentation of awards, and with he help of the Mercy
Ambassadors, alumnae were offered tours of the school to see
the classrooms in which they once sat and the new additions to
the school as well.
“That’s the point of a reunion,” says Karen Ralph, the
Director of Alumnae Relations, “to see one another, to catch up,
and the women are having such a fun time. They don’t want to
leave!” As many alumnae haven’t seen their fellow Mercy peers
since their graduating year, it makes the reunion all the more
memorable. The alumnae reunion gives a chance for graduates
to connect with their old friends, create new ones, or to simply
enjoy the nostalgia of their high school years.

Interview with Suzanne VanCura, Class of ‘55
By Emily Richards

What clubs or sports were you involved in?
I specifically remember in freshman year I was a cheerleader, but other than that I wasn’t involved with clubs or sports.
What was your favorite class at Mercy?
I really enjoyed History class!
Are you still involved with Mercy as an alumnae?
Occasionally I attend alumnae gatherings they have. I also always attend whenever they recognize my graduating class.
Are you still in communication with friends you made back in high school?
Yes, actually I still talk to one or two of them!
What was your experience like at Mercy?
I thought it was pretty good! I think when I got out of Mercy I realized I received a good education. I really feel like I got the ability
to think for myself.
Is there any particular part of Mercy that has stayed with you throughout the years?
Yes, I would say they taught me how to live a good life, and they taught me to look for the truth of life.
Were there any specific times that you found especially influential?
One of the things I carried with me today is what I experienced through the retreat. It truly has stayed with me throughout my entire
life. It helped me with my connection with God. There was also one time that Mercy was featured in Life Magazine. At the time,
Mercy strictly promoted modesty and how to dress for formal occasions. They taught us how to be a lady. The article we were
featured in talked about how we dress modestly for things like dances in comparison to other schools.

November OLM Observations
By Laura Giugno

The sky is turning frosty, the air is turning crisp and cold, and the leaves are finishing
their depart from their summer homes in the trees. Snow no longer seems like a far off dream,
but instead is already here. What does this all signify? It’s November, the month marked by
Thanksgiving, a healthy handful of days off, and arguments over whether it is too early to start the
Christmas festivities. This month is also the harbinger of plenty of birthdays, and it certainly will
be quite the month for all November babies.
Want to sing and dance your way into Hollywood stardom? Searching for “another day of
sun” in the midst of this cloudy fall weather? You are in luck, because Emma Stone was born in
November. Time to try something new, to do something crazy… “Here’s to the fools who dream”.
But perhaps you would rather take a vacation. It certainly is a good time to get away, but perhaps
ships should be avoided. After all, although luxury cruises might be a good place to find love, you
never know when an iceberg will show up, as Leonardo DiCaprio (born in November) found out
in the Titanic.
If you still want to act, but are feeling a desire to move to Canada, perhaps you will take
comfort from the fact that the Canadian born actor Ryan Gosling has a November birthday. A
futuristic setting could certainly provided from Gosling’s Blade Runner 2049. But if you would
prefer a modern setting for your adventure, there is always the option of joining The Avengers,
female superhero style. That’s right, Scarlett Johansson is a November baby, playing Black
Widow in the MCU, with a new Black Widow movie coming out soon. Although, you might want
to stay away from traveling to other planets… just saying.
If being a superhero isn’t quite your dream, would you prefer to be a science hero? Because
Bill Nye the Science Guy was born in November. This is the perfect time to start making science
videos and, of course, wear some very stylish Nye-style bow ties. Science is certainly on your
side this November, as Marie Curie was also born in this month. This time of year is great for
acing any science tests or performing chemistry and physics experiments to get a Nobel Prize.
And if you would rather be presidential and political this month, it will certainly excite you to
know that both Polk and Harding were born in November.
But maybe you are already missing Halloween. It will please you to know that while the
ghouls and goblins may have gone on break until next year, vampires still are around. After

all, Bram Stoker, author of Dracula, was born in this month. If you are feeling some spooky
inspiration, it might be time to pull out your typewriter and visit the Count. Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
was also born in this month, so it seems that if you want to write the next great novel, now is the
time to do it.
Whatever your goal, this November is the perfect time to dive into it and work to achieve it.
After all, “continuous effort - not strength or intelligence - is the key to unlocking our potential”
as the brilliant Sir Winston Churchill, born in November, once said. Have a phenomenal time this
month, and happy birthday!

Winston Churchill, British Prime Minister during World War II. Photo courtesy of medium.com

Mercy Students in Model UN Debate
World Issues
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By Emily Richards

Model UN offers opportunities to many students. It helps with critical, big picture thinking, while
also informing high school students about issues affecting the world today. It also focuses on debate. At
conferences, students are able to debate their country’s standpoint on a topic with opposing countries.
Students are able to learn about different country’s opinions on specific topics. Younger generations keep
informed by both participating in a debate and listening to it. Model UN also teaches students how world
issues are solved among countries.
Not only does Model UN look good to colleges, it can be fun and can interest students in a career in
politics. Depending on the issues the students cover, they can also find things they are passionate about.
Whether it’s human rights or environmental issues, there is a topic that can interest almost everyone.
The Mercy Model UN team focuses on two specific tournaments every year. In preparation for the
Hilton Conference that took place on November 8 and 9, the Mercy Model UN worked hard. This year,
the countries chosen were Denmark and Finland, which means that girls are able to work together on
their chosen committees. These committees resemble those of the real UN, and cover real issues affecting
our world today. Issues this year include misuse of private data by social media corporations and a harsh
new criminal law in Brunei. Each committee focuses on specific problems affecting our world. Generally,
each committee is assigned four issues to focus and work with. These committees cover issues ranging
from human rights to funding UNICEF (United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund). Any
interested students should see Mr. Stryker for details!
Kathryn Strait, Anna Fetter, and Isabela Mulcahy
at 2019 St. John Fischer Conference. Photo
courtesy of Isabela Mulcahy

Beyond Beads Club Kicks Off
By Lola DeAscentiis

Join Beyond Beads! New to Mercy this year, this club was
started by junior Lilly Ansley-Purpura as a way to connect with
other Mercy schools internationally. Lilly came up with the
idea for this club after learning more about other Mercy schools
that exist in areas of poverty, specifically in Central and South
American countries. While these schools have the same values
and mission as our school, they lack many of the resources we
are fortunate enough to have.
The mission of this club is to put a smile on the faces of
other Mercy students and foster a relationship with them. To do
this, club members are invited to join Lilly during Advisement
every other week and make bracelets that will be sent to these

schools. Seeing that there are both boys and girls attending
many of them, the club will be making sea glass bracelets
for the girls and leather-strapped bracelets for the boys. The
purpose of using these materials, rather than the popular plastic
beads, is to support the Critical Concern of Earth. Each bracelet
will be marked with the Beyond Beads logo and placed in a
small pouch, along with inspirational quote cards created by the
club members. In addition to sending these bracelets to sister
schools, the club plans on selling them here at Mercy as a way
to raise money for the materials used to make them.
The first batch of bracelets will be sent to a Mercy school
in Belize. Mrs. McAliney, the club’s moderator, decided on

this because of the positive interactions she had with them at
the Mercy Leadership Conference held in Buffalo this past
July. While there, she, along with our own Mercy students who
attended, had the opportunity to interact with various Mercy
schools, the Belizean school being one of them. The Mercy
students were friendly and excited to be there; this is the perfect
opportunity to reach out to a Mercy school from an area of
poverty to show we care.
Beyond Beads is open to all middle and high school students, though in separate groups. The middle and high school
groups meet on alternate Friday advisement periods, so make
sure to get involved!

Message to the Monarch

Dear Monarch,

What are some of the Mercy traditions? I keep hearing about May Day and Golden Mass among the
upperclasswomen, but I don’t know what they mean.
Sincerely,
Troubled about Traditions
Dear Traditions,
Great question! Our Lady of Mercy has several very important traditions that define our
school. Not only are they favorite days of the upperclasswomen, they bring our school together
and go back to the core mission of Our Lady of Mercy. One such tradition is Christmas Baskets.
Christmas Baskets allow a homeroom to “adopt” a family for the holiday season and bring in
gifts, food, and other important items to deliver to this family after Golden Mass. All throughout
the month of December, homerooms are gathering gifts that are requested by the family and gifts
with which they want to surprise the family. After
all, if your homeroom family has young children,
it is so much fun to shop for toys and imagine
the joy the children will have when receiving this
present. However, food and other more practical
items are important to bring in too, with homerooms often ending up with boxes and boxes of
nonperishable food items. During Golden Mass,
there is always a moment where the curtain of the
stage is lifted and we get to see all of the presents that have been collected for the homeroom
families up on stage. It is such a powerful symbol
of the spirit of Christmas and speaks to the Mercy
mission of charity. Golden Mass is the favorite
day of many students because of this powerful
moment. After Golden Mass, some students go
to personally deliver the gifts collected to the
family and see the impact that our school can
make on the greater community.
The other major Mercy tradition is May Day.
Every year on the Friday before Memorial Day,
the entire Mercy school community gathers for
a Mass celebrating Mary. The tradition of May
Day celebrates the strength and courage of Mary.

Photos courtesy of Mr. Carro

At the conclusion of the Mass, the
students move to the Grotto behind the
school for the crowning of the statue of
Mary. Luckily, the May Day Mass tends
to fall on a day with lovely weather,
with the sun shining. The ceremony is
often late enough in May that it is warm
outside and there are many flowers
blooming around the grotto. During the
outside part of the ceremony, the May
Queen, surrounded by the May Court,
crowns the statue of Mary with flowers.
Students and faculty join together in
singing the alma mater, and the words
“Our guiding star, dear Mary, the mother of Mercy” particularly resonate. May Day serves as a
reflection of the faith of the Mercy community and is another favorite tradition among Mercy
students.
There are many more traditions that
you will discover throughout your time at
Mercy, but those two tend to be favorites
of students and are remembered year
round. Mercy traditions are part of what
makes our school so unique and serve as a
reminder of Mercy values. These moments
bind the student body more firmly in the
circle of Mercy and the Mercy family.
Enjoy participating in them this year and
make sure to appreciate how special these
aspects of Mercy are.
Sincerely,
Monarch
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Thank You, Ms. Ball!
By Ally Farnand
At the beginning of this year, the P.E department gained a new
member - student teacher Ms. Ball. This is her first time student
teaching for an extended period of time. Before this, she only
taught four or five classes, which didn’t allow her much time to
get to know the students.
Ms. Ball is currently studying at the College of Brockport
where she is earning her degree in Physical Education. When
asked what motivated her to study physical education, she
responded, “As a kid, I didn’t have great physical education
experience. My teachers didn’t really know what to do with me
since I have a visual impairment. So I, unfortunately, ended up
being segregated from doing a lot of activities.” Before studying
physical education, she had a job helping people with disabilities
find jobs, which allowed her to realize her true calling of teaching
adaptive physical education. As a teacher of adaptive physical
education, she hopes to “make a difference for other blind and
visually impaired kids so hopefully they don’t have bad physical

education experiences, too.”
As for how she enjoyed her student teaching experience at
Mercy, Ms. Ball said that she absolutely loved it! Mrs. Barbero,
the students, and the staff were so welcoming and accepting,
which made her whole experience great.
Outside of studying and student teaching, Ms. Ball also
enjoys skiing and running marathons in her free time. Of course,
everyone at Mercy loves her seven year-old dog, Cinder, who
her first seeing-eye dog. She and Ms. Ball have gone everywhere
together for the last five and a half years. As for her favorite
things, Cinder enjoys bananas and marrow bones.
After finishing her student teaching experience at Mercy in
October, Ms. Ball began student teaching at the Batavia School
for the Blind until the end of the semester. She is also applying
to grad school to get her master’s degree in adaptive physical
education.

Photo courtesy of Ally Farnand

Congratulations, Julia! Julia Andreach
recently won her second State title for Varsity
Tennis and signed her National Letter of
Intent to play tennis at the University of
Notre Dame!

Congratulations, Judith! This November,
senior soccer player and track and field
athlete Judith Lanahan was named the
Private Parochial Player of the Year!

See the upcoming December issue for continuation of this article.

Photos courtesy of Gabbi Fornuto

Yue

Use the following clues to figure out, then find the answers on page eight!
Picture #1 (left):
My favorite candy is Kit Kats. My
favorite band is the Goo Goo Dolls. I
like to read Sherlock Holmes

Courtes

By Emma Raymond and Lola DeAscentiis

y of Joy

Can You Guess the
Mercy Teacher?

Middle School
Celebrates
Halloween
By Ani Vogl

Picture #2 (right):
I appeared on MTV. I authored
a book. Two of my former
students are pop music stars.

The Mercy middle school had an exciting last-period party
on October 31 to celebrate Halloween, with many girls wearing
magnificent costumes. Students were extra excited about this
event due to the disappointment of the middle school dance being moved to November. The middle school team took time out
of their busy schedules to enjoy a few games and snacks and get
ready for an awesome Halloween. Who doesn’t like a free period
to spend with teachers, friends, and other fellow students? The
middle school was treated to an early beginning to Halloween
festivities in our own middle school gym.

Mercy’s Cross Country Team Runs
Their Way Into Sectionals!
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By Emily Richards
Since the end of August, the Mercy Cross Country team has been practicing hard. This season,
the girls have run in seven different invitationals. The Mercy Cross Country team participated
in the annual McQuaid Invitational, which had over 10,000 runners. Mercy participated in the
unseeded medium school race, which was the biggest race at the McQuaid Invitational with over
500 girls participating. The girls also raced at Penfield-Irondequoit Harris-Whalen Park. In the
varsity race, Emma Spagnola came in 5th, Mallory Sullivan came in 29th, and Reilly Refermant
came in 29th. The girls also participated in another race at the Legends Invitational in Newark,

which included many hills. Some of the top finishers in the varsity race included Emma Spagnola
finishing in 3rd, Reilly Refermat finishing in 6th, Mallory Sullivan finishing in 10th, and Anna
Fetter finishing in 12th. As a team, the Monarchs came in 2nd place in Newark. The Monarchs
also competed in the Class A sectional race, placing 13th overall. Emma Spagnola came in 13th
out of the 160 girls competing, missing States by only five places. Mallory Sullivan came in 61st,
Reilly Refermat in 84th, and Maddy Penna in 90th. Congratulations to all who competed!

Left: The Varsity Cross Country team smiles for a team photo! Right: Junior Reilly Refermat (left) and freshman Madeline Penna (right) running. Photos courtesy of Teagan Holmes

Varsity Soccer Team Advanced to Sectionals
By Katherine Longuil
Mercy Soccer has been popular and wellsupported since the time of Abby Wambach, and
with two outstanding coaches, they never fail to
impress. The head coach, Ms. Trost, and the girls had
goals of getting back to Sectional finals and having a
successful season.
A successful season can be defined in many
ways. This could mean winning, individual player
growth, team growth, and whether or not the team
enjoys themselves. The majority of their games
were away this season as they have been in the past
and predictably will be in the future. Fortunately,
the girls playing on the road doesn’t affect them in
a negative way. They are comfortable with playing
away, but it’s always more fun to play at home.
With a strong start on August 12, the girls were
right into the season. Early in the season, the girls
were faced with many injuries, but they never let it
stop them. As soon as someone got hurt, a teammate
would step up to fill the role to the best of their
ability, getting the chance to improve their playing
with more field time. The girls never let an injury

determine their next game even if one of their best
starters, forwards, or defenders were out. Self pity
was never an option and team spirit led the way.
They were all extremely happy with their win over
Fairport High School on Senior Night.
Next season, Ms. Trost plans on spending more
time with finishing and set pieces during practices
even if it means spending hours on it, because
despite their successful season, the girls were upset
they only won a single sectional game. They are still
disappointed with their loss and wish they could
have accomplished more (especially the outgoing
seniors). Despite the sadness that comes with the
end of a season of friends, laughter, and good old
fashioned competition, the Mercy Soccer team had
a highly successful season. This was due to a group
of people who love to come to practice and share
a common goal. Ms. Trost says that if the players
are sad when the season is over, then they had fun
and wish it could continue, which is the mark of a
successful season.

Mercy Soccer team plays Penfield. Photo courtesy of Maria Rosato.

Varsity Tennis Team Enjoys
a Highly Successful Season
By Lola DeAscentiis

Above: Grace Kurzweil, Kathryn Strait,
Tessa Kartzell, Alanna Jordan, and Julia
Andreach reach State Qualifiers. Right:
Varsity tennis team celebrates Sectional
Final. Photos courtesy of Grace Kurzweil

Congratulations to the Mercy Tennis team on a great season! This season,
Mercy’s Varsity Tennis team has been highly successful in the 16 matches
they played. Some of their accomplishments include, placing first in the PalMac tournament and second overall in their section, losing only to Brighton
in team Sectionals. Also, after winning the Class A2 Singles Sectional Tennis
Championship, senior Julia Andreach, along with doubles teams of Alanna Jordan
and Tessa Hartzell and Grace Kurzweil and Kathryn Strait, competed in the State
Qualifiers. The State Championship, held at the Tri-City Tennis Club in Latham,
Albany County, was Andreach’s second time advancing to and winning States!
Next year, she will be attending the University of Notre Dame and continuing her
tennis career. Senior Kathryn Strait plans on applying to a college which will allow
her to continue to play tennis as well. The entire Tennis team has been practicing
hard at McQuaid multiple times a week (as well as over the summer) and has done
a wonderful job succeeding in all of their endeavors this season, so make sure to
congratulate them!

Welcome New Mercy Teachers!
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Welcome, Mrs. Cellura!

Welcome and Farewell, Mr. Kogan!

By Olivia Storti. Photos by Ally Farnand

By Olivia Storti

The Mercy middle school had the pleasure of welcoming many new teachers for the 20192020 school year. Among these teachers is Mrs. Cellura, a Science teacher for the sixth grade.
Mrs. Cellura attended high school in Syracuse where she graduated in 1993. To continue her
education, Mrs. Cellura attended the University of Rochester where she double majored in Biology
and Geology. For graduate school, Mrs. Cellura received her master’s in education from Roberts
Wesleyan College.
Mrs. Cellura realized her passion for teaching through experience. After graduating from the
University of Rochester, Mrs. Cellura began working at the Rochester Museum and Science Center
as the Director of Education. She found that her passion lay with daily interactions. She loved her
position as it allowed her to positively impact her community, yet, she was not entirely fulfilled by
her position: “I missed the opportunity to develop a relationship [with the students]. She realized
that in order to foster a true teacher-student relationship with young learners, she would need daily
contact, rather than weekly. Thus, it was after the birth of her daughters that she went on to obtain
her master’s degree from Roberts Wesleyan College.
Her passion for science stemmed heavily from her personal experiences with her own teachers
she had in high school and university. Additionally, she has always had a passion for hands-on
learning, something that is often found within the sciences. She is a natural-born scientist, as she
“always asks questions and observes what’s happening and questions why it is happening.” Science
has given Mrs. Cellura an outlet for her personal curiosities, and a platform to question things
openly.
Being inquisitive helped her not only to find her passion for science but also to improve methods
of teaching for science. In the sixth grade here at Mercy, Mrs. Cellura is transforming the way
Science is taught. In the early weeks of the year, students learned the skill of collaboration, how to
work in groups to achieve a common goal or answer a question. “The first two weeks they had to
solve problems,” she explained. By
focusing on this hands-on learning
approach, she is able to foster the
genuine curiosity of bright sixthgrade minds in order to make learning
more independent. For example,
when it comes time for lab, Mrs.
Cellura has the students ask their own
“question and they have to create their
own hypothesis and procedure [to
answer the question].” This hands-on
approach gives “...them that practice
at a young age so that they will really
understand what goes into science.”
She believes this will equip them
with skills that will translate into high
school, even for challenging science
courses such as AP Chemistry or AP
Biology. These new teaching methods
will inspire, equip and prepare the
sixth-grade students for academic
challenges in the sciences and other
subjects, as well as for out of class
collaboration and challenges.
Outside of the classroom, Mrs.
Cellura is greeted at home by her
adorable cockapoo named Abby. She
enjoys gardening, baking, and hiking
as a family. Her two daughters, Sophia
and Clare, who both attend Mercy, keep her very busy with sports and other activities such as
gymnastics, golf, basketball and more.
Thus far, Mrs. Cellura has loved her time at Mercy. “It really feels like a family, in part because
of my daughters. But, I really feel like the faculty is supportive and the students are bright,
inquisitive and curious.” This curiosity has made Mrs. Cellura’s job even more meaningful and
enjoyable. One sentiment she shared is one we all share, that “Mercy is a great environment when
you walk in.”

Last year, Mr. Kogan was brought into the Science Department as a long-term substitute
teacher in AP Biology and Forensics. Mr. Kogan grew up and attended high school in Israel.
After high school, he went right into the military. After serving, he moved to Rochester about a
decade ago and attended the University of Rochester. He received dual degrees in Psychology
and Neuroscience. It was his experience in the military that inspired him to enter the field of
neuroscience: “Coming out of the service, I really became fascinated with why people do what
they do and the ways they behave.” Initially, this led him to Psychology, the science which
explores the functions of the brain and how these functions relate to behavior. However, he
soon realized that Neuroscience was
the field that held the answers to his
questions: “Psychology gave me
more of the how, not the why and
neuroscience gave me more of the
why.” Neuroscience studies the brain
and nervous system as a whole and
explains the physiological function of
the brain. Thus, it was able to provide
Mr. Kogan with more complex,
satisfying answers to the complex
question he was asking.
This strong inclination to question,
learn and inform led him to realize his
passion for teaching. Mr. Kogan feels
that the knowledge held by science
empowers us, and he “...can think of
no more meaningful way to express
that than in a room full of young
minds.” His own love of learning
pushes him to teach and drives
his passion forward. Biology, Mr.
Kogan’s main subject, is a fascinating
topic, filled with various information
pertaining to the natural world, our
own bodies, and life on the smallest
scale. It is biology’s ability to explain
the functions of our own systems
that draws Mr. Kogan to this subject:
“Biology is the most personal of the sciences: if we understand biology we understand ourselves
better.”
Mr. Kogan believes that his Psychology and Neuroscience background “completely informs”
him in terms of his career as a teacher and his daily life. In school, his background provides
him“... understanding of how my students may be thinking and feeling, how I am, how their
thoughts affect mine, how my thoughts affect theirs and so on.” In his own life, he carries with
him the notion that “all the choices we make are our choices - we have to own up to them, we
get to take responsibility for the things we are proud of and the things we feel bad about.” This
sense of authority over our actions is a virtue that Mr. Kogan learned from science, and will use
in his daily life.
Outside of school, Mr. Kogan loves many activities, though teaching is his main focus now.
He loves to travel and learn about new places. He loves to question things and enjoys “having
exciting debates with people I disagree with but are still willing to have a conversation.” This
questioning allows Mr. Kogan to acquire new knowledge that impacts his teaching in a plethora
of ways.
At Mercy, Mr. Kogan has made various observations regarding the students, “there is a real
excitement to learn, try new things and figure stuff out.” This shared passion for learning shared
between Mr. Kogan, other teachers, and the student body makes Mercy a unique community,
one that is truly made of learners. Mr. Kogan also appreciates “how supportive everyone is- the
students and faculty. The whole community is organized towards the same goals,” these goals
are for education, inspiration, and learning. Mr. Kogan will be leaving Mercy after the first
semester, having fulfilled his long-term substitute duties. Thank you, and good luck!

Letter From the Editor
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By Mackenzie Yaddaw
Over the past two months of my junior year, I’ve begun to
notice subtle changes in my daily life. This year more than my
past years in high school, I’ve become more acutely aware of
the passage of time as I head steadily toward the end of my high
school education. Just this past week, I was planning my schedule
for November when it dawned on me that I am more than halfway
through high school, which a startling thought because it means
that I have been at Mercy for five years. It feels like just yesterday
that I was dashing through the halls on my first day of classes,
trying to keep all of my classes and the different letter days
straight. Now the letter day schedule is practically a part of my
internal calendar. At times, I have found myself tossing a gym
shirt into my bag before I’ve even registered that I have gym class
the next day. As the year progresses, I’ve begun reflecting more
and more about how I have changed since my first day at Mercy
five years ago. Even walking down the halls, I occasionally
notice that I can walk to my next class without having to actively
track what floor I am on or counting room numbers as I had to
do during my first year. However, I still notice how far I have
yet to come. I still occasionally go to the wrong class because I
forgot about third lunch. Sometimes during advisement, I struggle
to finish a paper because I thought yesterday was Friday. Even
though I’ve become adept at navigating my high school life, I still
have so much left to learn.

Along with this intense introspection, I’ve also begun to
notice the way in which others see me as a junior. Recently, the
children I babysit were trying to guess how old I was. When
their guesses landed in the range of ten to twelve, I smiled and
corrected them, telling them that I was actually sixteen. I didn’t
think much of it, but they looked up at me in wonder as if they
had never considered anyone being older than twelve. A slew
of questions followed this revelation, including where I go to
college and if I owned my own house yet. Because I remember
how I thought my life would be when I was sixteen, I laughed
off their questions. However, when I visited my grandparents the
following weekend, I received many questions along the same
lines: if I had colleges picked out, where I was working, and if
I had a back-up major planned once I mentioned I planned to
major in English. It startled me to realize that I was getting these
questions because to most other people, I’m at an age where I’m
expected to have a relatively thought-out plan for my future. Even
though I acknowledge how far I have come in terms of confidence
and capability, I’m still acutely aware of how far I have yet to go.
The differences between how I view myself and how others view
me, while startling at first, have encouraged me to keep moving
forward with the confidence that I will eventually grow into the
version of myself everyone else sees while keeping the innocence
of the version I still believe in.
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